DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
IN FRÉCHET SPACES

Duong Minh Duc

We apply Keller's method to the study of differential calculus in Frechet spaces and establish an inverse mapping theorem. A special case of this theorem is similar to a theorem of Yamamuro.

Introduction

Let $E$ and $F$ be two Fréchet spaces over the field $\mathbb{R}$ of the reals. We let $L^n(E, F)$ denote the space of all continuous $n$-linear mappings from $E^n$ into $F$.

In [1] Keller has introduced a new method in the study of the differential calculus in locally convex spaces. He has used the topology of simple convergence in $L^n(E, F)$ in order to define the $n$th derivatives. The notions of continuity of these derivatives are based on the stronger convergence structures on $L^n(E, F)$. In this paper we shall apply this idea to the case of Fréchet spaces.

In the case of Banach spaces it is well known that the Banach fixed point theorem plays an important role in the proof of the inverse mapping theorem. This relies on the properties of the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets.

Therefore we shall find a convergence structure on $L^n(E, F)$ such that we can use the fixed point theorems of Sadovskii [3]. In this paper
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we shall use the degree theory of limit compact vector fields. This theory was introduced by Sadovskii in [3].

In the case of Hausdorff measure of noncompactness (cf. Example 1.1) our inverse mapping theorem is similar to Yamamuro’s theorem in [4], but we still cannot compare them in detail. In the case of Kuratowski measure of noncompactness (cf. Example 1.2) our theorem is clearly convenient for application to the problems concerned with the \( \alpha \)-ball-contractions.

This paper consists of four sections. In the first section we shall introduce the notations and definitions of measure of noncompactness and the topological degree of limit-compact vector fields and study the class of \( M \)-bounded operators. The second section is devoted to defining the convergence structures on \( L^N(E, F) \) and studying their properties. In the third section we define the \( C^N \)-differentiable mappings, and we shall give the inverse mapping theorem in the last section.

Throughout the paper we shall adhere to the following list of notations.

\[ R : \text{the field of real numbers} \]
\[ C : \text{the field of complex numbers} \]
\[ E, F, G : \text{Fréchet spaces over} \ K \ (K = R \text{ or } C) \]
\[ V(E), V(F) : \text{families of all open convex balanced neighborhoods of} \ 0 \ \text{in} \ E, F \]
\[ A^N \equiv A \times \ldots \times A \ (n \ \text{times}) \]
\[ \overline{A} \text{ or } \text{cl } A : \text{closure of} \ A \]
\[ \text{co} A : \text{closure of the convex hull of} \ A \]
\[ \partial A : \text{boundary of} \ A \]
\[ A \setminus B = \{ x \in A : x \notin B \} \]
\[ A + B = \{ x + y : x \in A \text{ and } y \in B \} \]
\[ tA = \{ tx : x \in A \} \]
\[ I : \text{the identity mapping on} \ E \]
\[ \mathcal{K}^E : \text{the family of all subsets of} \ E . \]

1. Measure of noncompactness and \( M \)-bounded mappings

In this section we shall introduce the notations and definitions of measure of noncompactness and the topological degree of limit-compact
vector fields, and study some basic properties of $\mathcal{N}$-bounded mappings.

**Definition 1.1.** Let $P$ be a nonvoid set and $\mathcal{P}$ be the set of all mappings of $P$ into $[0, \infty]$. The order, addition and multiplication are defined on $\mathcal{P}$ as usual ($0 \cdot \infty = 0$).

Let $h \in \mathcal{P}$; we shall say that $h$ is finite if $h(p) < \infty$ for every $p$ in $P$.

**Definition 1.2.** Let $P$ be as in Definition 1.1, and $L$ be a mapping of $2^E$ into $\mathcal{P}$; then $L$ is called a measure of noncompactness on $E$, if for every $A, B \in 2^E$ we have:

1. $L(A) = 0$ if and only if $A$ is relatively compact (that is, its closure $\overline{A}$ is compact);
2. $L(A \cup B) = \max\{L(A), L(B)\}$;
3. $L(A+B) \leq L(A) + L(B)$;
4. $L(\text{co} A) = L(A)$;
5. $L(-A) = L(A)$;
6. For each $p \in P$ and $d > 0$ there exists $V \in \mathcal{V}(E)$ such that $L(V)(p) < d$.

In [3] Sadovskii has given many examples of measure of noncompactness (cf. §1.2 of [3]). By Theorem 1.2.3 in [3] we have the two following useful examples of measures of noncompactness.

**Example 1.1.** Let $P$ be a family of continuous seminorms on $E$ such that $P$ defines the topology of $E$. For each $A \in 2^E$ and each $p \in P$ we write

$$L(A)(p) = \inf \left\{ \text{there exist } A_1, \ldots, A_k \in 2^E \text{ such that} \right. $$

$$r > 0 : \sup\{p(x-y) : x, y \in A_j\} < r \text{ for all } j \text{ and } A \subset \bigcup_{j=1}^{k} A_j \left. \right\}$$

where $\inf \Phi = \infty$.

Then $L$ is a measure of noncompactness on $E$ and is called the $P$-Hausdorff measure of noncompactness on $E$.

**Example 1.2.** Let $E$ be a Fréchet space and $d$ be a translation
invariant metric on \( E \) such that \( d \) is compatible with the topology of \( E \) and \( \{x : d(0, x) < r\} \) is convex and balanced for every \( r > 0 \). For each \( A \) in \( 2^E \) we write

\[
L(A) = \inf \left\{ \text{there exist } A_1, \ldots, A_k \in 2^E \text{ such that } \right. \\
\left. r > 0 : \sup\{d(x, y) : x, y \in A_j\} < r \text{ for all } j \text{ and } A = \bigcup_{j=1}^k A_j \right\}.
\]

Then \( L \) is a measure of noncompactness on \( E \) and is called the \( d \)-Kuratowski measure of noncompactness on \( E \). If \( E \) is a Banach space and \( d(x, y) = \|x-y\| \), where \( \| \| \) is the norm on \( E \), \( L \) is called the norm-Kuratowski measure of noncompactness on \( E \).

Throughout this paper we assume that there exist a fixed set \( P \) and the given measures of noncompactness \( L, M, N \) on \( E, F, G \) respectively, as in Definition 1.2.

**DEFINITION 1.3.** Let \( A \in 2^E \) and \( f \) be a mapping of \( A \) into \( F \) and \( B \subset A \); we write

\[
k(L, M, B, f) = \inf \{k \geq 0 : M[f(C)] \leq kL(C) \text{ for every } C \subset B \}.
\]

If \( M[f(A)] \) is finite, \( f \) is called a \( M \)-bounded mapping on \( A \).

**REMARK 1.1.** Let \( D \) be a nonvoid open subset of \( E \) and \( f \) be a continuous \( L \)-bounded mapping of \( \overline{D} \) into \( E \) such that

\[
k(L, L, \overline{D}, f) < k < 1.
\]

Let \( A \) be the limit range of \( f \) on \( \overline{D} \) (cf. Definition 1.1.3 in [3]). By definition, \( A = \overline{\text{co} f(A \cap D)} \). Thus by (M.4), (M.2) and Definition 1.3, we have

\[
(L) \quad L(A) = L[f(A \cap \overline{D})] \leq kL(A \cap \overline{D}) \leq kL(A).
\]

Because \( L[f(\overline{D})] \) is finite and \( L[f(A \cap \overline{D})] \leq L[f(\overline{D})] \), from (L) it follows that \( L[f(A \cap \overline{D})] \) and \( L(A) \) are finite and \( L(A) \leq kL(A) \). But \( k < 1 \); it follows that \( L(A) = 0 \). Then, by (M.1), \( A \) is compact. Therefore, by Definition 1.1.3 in [3], \( f \) is a limit-compact mapping on \( \overline{D} \).

Let \( q \in E \setminus (I-f)(D) \) and put \( f_q(x) = f(x) + q \) for every \( x \in \overline{D} \).
Because \( f_q(A) \subseteq f(A) + \{q\} \) for every \( A \in 2^E \), by properties of measure of noncompactness we see that \( f_q \) is a continuous \( L \)-bounded mapping on \( \overline{D} \) and \( k(L, L, \overline{D}, f_q) < k < 1 \). Therefore \( f_q \) also is a limit-compact mapping on \( \overline{D} \) and for every \( x \in \partial D \), \( f_q(x) \neq x \).

Let \( R = E \); by Definition 3.1.4 of [3], the rotation of \( (I-f_q) \) on \( \overline{D} \) with respect to \( R \) is defined and denoted by \( \gamma(I-f_q, \overline{D}) \).

We shall write \( \deg(I-f, D, q) = \gamma(I-f_q, \overline{D}) \) and \( \deg(I-f, D, q) \) is called the topological degree of \( (I-f) \) at \( q \) on \( D \). By the results in §3.0 and §3.2 of [3], we have the following properties of the topological degree:

(D.1) if \( q \in D \) , then \( \deg(I, D, q) = 1 \);

(D.2) if \( \deg(I-q, D, q) \neq 0 \) there exists \( x \in D \) such that

\[
(I-f)(x) = q ;
\]

(D.3) if \( D_1, \ldots, D_k \) are pairwise disjoint open subsets of \( D \)

such that \( q \in E \backslash (I-f) \left( \overline{D} \setminus \bigcup_{j=1}^{k} D_j \right) \), we have

\[
\deg(I-f, D, q) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} \deg(I-f, D_j, q)
\]

(D.4) let \( F \) be a continuous mapping of \( [0, 1] \times \overline{D} \) into \( E \) such that

(i) there exists a positive number \( k < 1 \) such that

\[
L(F([0, 1] \times B)) \leq kL(B) \text{ for every } B \subseteq \overline{D} ,
\]

(ii) \( L(F([0, 1] \times \overline{D})) \) is finite;

let \( q \notin E \backslash \{x-F(t, x) : (t, x) \in [0, 1] \times \partial D \} \); then

\[
\deg(I-F(0, \cdot), D, q) = \deg(I-F(1, \cdot), D, q) .
\]

The properties (D.1), (D.2) and (D.3) follow directly from Theorems 3.0.8, 3.2.6 and 3.2.5 in [3] respectively. Let \( F \) and \( q \) be as in (D.4); we put
\[ F_q(t, x) = F(t, x) + q \text{ for every } (t, x) \in [0, 1] \times \overline{D}. \]

Arguing as above we can show that \( F_q \) is a limit-compact mapping on \([0, 1] \times \overline{D} \). Then, by Theorem 3.2.2 in [3], we have (D,4).

Now we shall establish some basic properties of \( M \)-bounded mappings.

**PROPOSITION 1.1.** Let \( A \in 2^E \), \( B \in 2^F \), \( f \) and \( g \) be two mappings of \( A \) into \( B \), and \( h \) be a mapping of \( B \) into \( G \). Suppose that \( k(L, M, A, f) \), \( k(L, M, A, g) \) and \( k(M, N, B, h) \) are finite. Then we have

(i) \( k(L, M, A, f+g) \leq k(L, M, A, f) + k(L, M, A, g) \);

(ii) \( k(L, N, A, h \circ f) \leq k(L, M, A, f) k(M, N, B, h) \);

(iii) if \( f \) is \( M \)-bounded or \( h \) is \( N \)-bounded then \( h \circ f \) is \( N \)-bounded;

(iv) if \( E = F = G \), \( k(L, L, A, f) < 1 \), and \( f \) is \( L \)-bounded; and suppose that \( (I-f) \) is a one-to-one mapping of \( A \) onto \( B \) and \( h = (I-f)^{-1} \); then
\[
k(L, L, B, h) \leq (1 - k(L, L, A, f))^{-1};
\]

(v) let \( A, B, f \) and \( h \) be as in (iv). Suppose that \( A \) is closed and \( f \) is continuous on \( A \). Then \( h \) is continuous on \( B \).

Proof. Because \( (f+g)(C) \subseteq f(C) + g(C) \) and \( N[h \circ f(C)] \leq k_L[f(C)] \) for every \( C \in 2^E \) and every \( k > k(M, N, B, h) \), we have (i) and (ii).

Since \( N[h \circ f(A)] \leq \min\{N[h(B)], k(M, N, B, h)M[f(A)]\} \), we have (iii).

Let \( k \in k(L, L, A, f), 1[ , D \) be a subset of \( B \) and we put \( D_1 = h(D) \). Because \( (I-f)[D_1] = D \) we have \( D_1 \subseteq D + f(D_1) \). Then
\[
L[D_1] \leq L(D) + L[f(D_1)] \leq L(D) + k_L[D_1].
\]

Hence it follows that
\[
(1.2) \quad L[h(D)] = L[D_1] \leq \frac{1}{1-k} L(D). \]

Therefore \( k(L, L, B, h) \leq \frac{1}{1-k} \), which completes the proof of (iv).
Now let \( \{y_j\} \) be a sequence converging to \( y \) in \( B \). Put
\[
D = \{y_j\} \cup \{y\} .
\]
Then \( D \) is compact and \( D_1 = h(D) = (I-f)^{-1}(D) \) is closed.

Because \( L(D) = 0 \), by (1.2), \( L(D_1) = 0 \). Hence it follows that \( D_1 \)
is compact. Put \( x_j = h(y_j) \) and let \( x \) be an adherent point of \( \{x_j\} \); that is, \( x \) is the limit of a subsequence of \( \{x_j\} \). By the continuity of \( f \), \( (I-f)(x) = y \). But \( (I-f) \) is one-to-one: it follows that \( \{x_j\} \) has
an unique adherent point \( x \), which is its limit. It is clear that
\( h(y) = x \). Therefore \( h \) is continuous at \( y \). Then \( h \) is continuous on \( B \).

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let \( f \) be a mapping of \([0, 1] \times [0, 1] \times A \) into \( F \), where \( A \in \mathcal{E}^F \). Suppose that:

(a) \( f(t, \cdot) \) is \( M \)-bounded on \( A \) for every \( t \in [0, 1] \times [0, 1] \);

(b) there exists a real number \( k \) such that \( k(L, M, A, f(t, \cdot)) \)
is in \([0, k]\) for every \( t \in [0, 1] \times [0, 1] \);

(c) for each \( U \in V(F) \) there exists \( d > 0 \), such that for every
\( s, t \in [0, 1] \times [0, 1] \) and \( \|s-t\| < d \), and for every \( x \in A \)
we have
\[
(f(t, x) - f(s, x)) \in U .
\]

Then we have

(i) \( M(f([0, 1] \times [0, 1] \times A)) \) is finite,

(ii) \( M(f([0, 1] \times [0, 1] \times B)) \leq kL(B) \) for every \( B \subset A \),

(iii) for each \( x \in A \) let \( g(x) \) be the Riemann integral
\[
\int_0^1 \int_0^1 f(t, s, x) dt \, ds .
\]

Then \( g \) is \( M \)-bounded on \( A \) and
\[
k(L, M, A, g) \leq k .
\]

Proof. Let \( B \) be a subset of \( A \), let \( U \in V(F) \), then by condition
(c) there exist \( t_1, \ldots, t_k \) in \([0, 1] \times [0, 1] \) such that
\[ f([0, 1] \times [0, 1] \times B) \subset \bigcup_{j=1}^{k} f([t_j] \times B) + U. \]

Thus, by (M.2), (M.3) and (M.6), it follows that for each \( p \in P \) and \( d > 0 \), there exist \( t_1, \ldots, t_k \) in \([0, 1] \times [0, 1]\) such that
\[ M[f([0, 1] \times [0, 1] \times B))(p) \leq \max_{j} [M[f([t_j] \times B))(p)] + d. \]

Hence it follows from (a) and (b) that (i) and (ii) hold.

Let \( B \subset A \); we have \( g(B) \subset \text{co} f([0, 1] \times [0, 1] \times B) \). Thus, by (i), (ii), (M.2), and (M.4), we have (iii).

**PROPOSITION 1.3.** Let \( V \in V(E) \) and \( f \) be a continuous linear mapping of \( E \) into \( E \). Assume that

(a) \( f \) is \( L \)-bounded on \( \overline{V} \) and \( k(L, L, \overline{V}, f) < 1 \),

(b) \( f(\overline{V}) \subset \frac{1}{4} \overline{V} \).

Then we have

(i) \( (I-f)(\overline{V}) \supset \frac{1}{5} \overline{V} \),

(ii) \( (I-f) \) is a homeomorphism of \( E \) onto \( E \),

(iii) \( k(L, L, \frac{1}{4} \overline{V}, (I-f)^{-1}) \leq (1-k(L, L, \overline{V}, f))^{-1} \).

**Proof.** (i) For each \((t, x) \in [0, 1] \times \overline{V}\) we put
\[ F(t, x) = tf(x). \]

Then for every \( A \subset \overline{V} \) we see that \( F([0, 1] \times A) \) is contained in \( \text{co}(f(A) \cup \{0\}) \). Let \( k \in ]k(L, L, \overline{V}, f), 1[ \); then, by (a), \( L F([0, 1] \times \overline{V}) \) is finite and
\[ L(F([0, 1] \times A)) \leq kL(A) \] for each \( A \subset \overline{V} \).

On the other hand, for each \( q \in \frac{1}{4} \overline{V} \) and \( x \in \overline{V} \), by (b), we see that for each \( t \in [0, 1] \), \( q + F(t, x) \in \frac{1}{2} \overline{V} \). But \( \frac{1}{2} \overline{V} \) is contained in \( \overline{V} \). Hence it follows that for every \((t, x)\) belonging in \([0, 1] \times \partial V\) we have
\[ x - F(t, x) \neq q. \]

Then by (D.4) and (D.1) we have
\[ \text{deg}(I-f, V, q) = \text{deg}(I-F(1, \cdot), V, q) = \text{deg}(I-F(0, \cdot), V, q) = \text{deg}(I, V, q) = 1. \]
Then by (D.2) there exists $x \in V$ such that $(I-f)(x) = q$.
Therefore $(I-f)(V) \supset \frac{1}{k}V$.

\[ (ii) \] We shall show that $(I-f)$ is one-to-one. Indeed let $x \in E$
such that $(x-f(x)) = (I-f)(x) = 0$; hence $(I-f)(tx) = 0$ for every real
number $t$. Put $A = \mathbb{R}x$; by (1.3), $A \cap 0V = \emptyset$. Then $A \subset V$ and
$f(y) = y$ for every $y \in A$; hence $f(A) = A$. But, by (a), $L(f(A))$ is
finite and
\[ (1.4) \quad L(A) = L(f(A)) \leq kL(A). \]
It follows that $L(A)$ is finite. Because $k < 1$, (1.4) implies that $L(A) = 0$ and $A$ is relatively compact. Hence it follows that $x = 0$,
which implies that $(I-f)$ is one-to-one. Now, by (i) and by Proposition
1.1, $(I-f)$ is a homeomorphism of $E$ onto $E$.

\[ (iii) \] By Proposition 1.1 we have (iii). //

Let $f$ be a toplinear isomorphism of $E$ onto $F$, that is
$f \in L(E, F)$ and $f^{-1} \in L(F, E)$, $f$ is said to be bibounded if there
exist $V \in V(E)$ and $W \in V(F)$ such that $M(f(V)), L(f^{-1}(W))$,
$k(L, M, \bar{V}, f)$ and $k(M, L, \bar{W}, f^{-1})$ are finite. Let $H(E, F)$ denote
the set of all bibounded toplinear isomorphisms of $E$ onto $F$.

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let $g \in H(E, F), V \in V(E)$. Then there exist
$U \in V(F)$ and $r > 0$ such that for each continuous linear mapping $h$ of
$E$ into $F$ which satisfies the following conditions,

(a) $h$ is $M$-bounded on $\bar{V}$ and $h(\bar{V}) \subset U$,
(b) $k(L, M, \bar{V}, h) < r$,
we have
\[ (i) \quad (g-h)(\bar{V}) \supset U, \]
\[ (ii) \quad (g-h) \in H(E, F), \]
\[ (iii) \quad k(M, L, \bar{U}, (g-h)^{-1}) \leq 2k(M, L, \bar{U}, g^{-1}). \]

Proof. Let $U \in V(F)$ be such that $k(M, L, \bar{U}, g^{-1})$ is finite and
$g^{-1}(\bar{U})$ is contained in $\frac{1}{k}V$, and let $r \in \{0, \frac{1}{k}(1+k(M, L, \bar{U}, g^{-1}))^{-1}\}$. Now if $h$ satisfies conditions (a) and (b), we have
(a') \( g^{-1} \circ h \) is \( L \)-bounded on \( \overline{V} \) and \( k(L, L, \overline{V}, g^{-1} \circ h) < \frac{1}{2} \),

(b') \( (g^{-1} \circ h)(\overline{V}) \subset \frac{1}{4} \overline{V} \).

By Proposition 1.3 it follows that \( \{I-(g^{-1} \circ h)\} \) is a homeomorphism of \( E \) onto \( E \) and

\[ [I-(g^{-1} \circ h)](\overline{V}) \supset \frac{1}{4} \overline{V} \supset g^{-1}(\overline{V}) \]

and

\[ k(L, L, \frac{1}{4} \overline{V}, [I-(g^{-1} \circ h)]^{-1}) \leq (1-k(L, L, \overline{V}, g^{-1} \circ h))^{-1} \leq 2. \]

Because \( (g-h) = g \circ [I-(g^{-1} \circ h)] \), we have (i), (ii) and (iii).

2. The topology on \( B^n(E, F) \)

In this section we shall define the topology on \( B^n(E, F) \) and study its basic properties.

**DEFINITION 2.1.** Let \( B^n(E, F) \) denote the set of all continuous \( n \)-linear mappings \( T \) of \( E^n \) into \( F \) satisfying the following conditions;

(B.1) there exists \( V \in V(E) \) such that for each \( W \in V(F) \) we can find \( U \in V(E) \) such that \( T(\overline{V}^{-1} \times U) \subset W \) ;

(B.2) there exists \( V \in V(E) \) and a positive real number \( k \) such that for every \( y \in \overline{V}^{-1} \), \( T(y, \cdot) \) is \( M \)-bounded on \( \overline{V} \) and \( \sup\{k(L, M, \overline{V}, T(y, \cdot)) : y \in \overline{V}^{-1}\} < k \).

For each \( T \in B^n(E, F) \) and each \( V \in V(E) \) we put

\[ k(n, L, M, \overline{V}, T) = \sup\{k(L, M, \overline{V}, T(y, \cdot)) : y \in \overline{V}^{-1}\}. \]

**DEFINITION 2.2.** Let \( T \in B^n(E, F) \); then \( T \) is said to be totally symmetrical if \( T(x_{f(1)}, \ldots, x_{f(n)}) = T(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) for every \( \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \in E^n \) and every permutation \( f \) of \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \).

We put
$L^N(E, F) = \{ T \in B^N(E, F) : T \text{ is totally symmetrical} \}$.

If $n = 1$ we write $L(E, F)$ instead of $L^1(E, F)$.

REMARK 2.1. Let $E$ and $F$ be two Banach spaces, $\| \|$ and $\| \|'$ be the norms on $E$ and $F$, $L$ and $M$ be the norm-Kuratowski measures of noncompactness on $E$ and $F$ (cf. Example 1.2) and $V = \{ x \in E : \| x \| < 1 \}$.

Let $T$ be a continuous $n$-linear mapping of $E$ onto $F$, then there exists a positive real number $k$ such that

\[ \| T(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \|' \leq k \| x_1 \| \ldots \| x_n \| \text{ for all } x_1, \ldots, x_n \in E. \]

It is clear that $T$ satisfies (B.1) and (B.2); thus $T \in B^N(E, F)$.

We have just proved that $B^N(E, F)$ is the set of all continuous $n$-linear mapping of $E$ into $F$ in the case of Banach spaces.

DEFINITION 2.3. For each $V \in \mathcal{V}(E)$, $U \in \mathcal{V}(F)$, $f \in B^N(E, F)$ and $k > 0$, we let $B(n, f, V, U, k)$ denote the set of all $T$ belonging in $B^N(E, F)$ and satisfying the following conditions:

(i) $T$, $V$ and $k$ satisfy the conditions (B.1) and (B.2);

(ii) there exists $W \in \mathcal{V}(F)$ such that $T(V^n) + W \subseteq U$.

We put

$B(n, f, V, U, k) = f + B(n, V, U, k)$.

In the case $n = 1$ we write $B(V, U, k)$ and $B(f, V, U, k)$ instead of $B(1, V, U, k)$ and $B(1, f, V, U, k)$.

REMARK 2.2. Let $V \in \mathcal{V}(E)$, $U$, $U'$, $U'' \in \mathcal{V}(F)$, $r$, $s > 0$ and $g \in B(n, V, U, r)$ such that $g(V^n) + U'' \subseteq U$. Then it is clear that

$B(n, V, U \cap U', \min(r, s)) \subseteq B(n, V, U, r) \cap B(n, V, U', s)$,

$B(n, g, V, \frac{1}{2} U'' + r-k(n, L, M, V, g)) \subseteq B(n, V, U, r)$.

DEFINITION 2.4. By the foregoing remark there exists an unique topology on $B^N(E, F)$ such that $\{ B(n, f, V, U, k) : U \in \mathcal{V}(F), k > 0 \}$ is a basis of neighborhoods of $f$ in this topology. We denote this topology by $\tau_{V,n}$. If $n = 1$, we write $\tau_V$ instead of $\tau_{V,1}$.
Let \( \eta_{V,n} \) denote the topology induced by \( \tau_{V,n} \) on \( L^n(E,F) \).

**REMARK 2.3.** The notions and the topology defined in Definitions 2.1 and 2.3 are not symmetrical with respect to coordinates \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) of \( E^n \). But our aim is the study of the differentiability. In this problem all mappings are in \( L^n(E,F) \) and for each \( T \in L^n(E,F) \) the notions in Definition 2.1 become symmetrical with respect to coordinates \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) of \( E^n \). We also have the symmetry of \( \eta_{V,n} \).

**REMARK 2.4.** We assume that \( E, F, L, M, V \) are as in Remark 2.1. By (2.1) we can show that \( \tau_{V,n} \) is the topology of uniform convergence on \( V^n \). Therefore \( \tau_{V,n} \) is the topology \( \tau \) of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of \( B^n(E,F) \). Furthermore if \( W \) and \( U \) are in \( V(E) \) and \( W \subset U \), then \( \tau_{U,n} \) is finer than \( \tau_{W,n} \). Hence it follows that \( \tau_{W,n} \) is \( \tau \) for every bounded neighborhood \( W \) of 0 in \( E \).

**REMARK 2.5.** Let \( V \in V(E) \); we see that
\[
\{B(n, V, U, k) : U \in V(F), k > 0\}
\]
is a base of a filter \( F_V \) on \( L^n(E,F) \).

We assume that \( L \) and \( M \) are as in Examples 1.1 and 1.2. Let \( t \in \mathbb{R}, B \in 2^F \) and \( m \) be an integer such that \( |t| \leq m \); we have \( M(tB) \leq mM(B) \). Then if \( T \in B^n(E,F) \), we have that \( tT \in B^n(E,F) \) and \( k(n, L, M, \overline{V}, tT) \leq mk(n, L, M, \overline{V}, T) \). Hence it follows that \( tF_V = F_V \) for every \( t \neq 0 \).

Now let \( V \) be the filter of all neighborhoods of 0 in \( E \). It follows from the preceding result that \( V \cdot F_V = F_V \). Then, as in §0.7 of [1], one can find a unique separated convergence structure on \( L^n(E,F) \) which is invariant with respect to translations and determined by the set \( \{F_V : V \in V(E)\} \) of filters which converge to 0. It is clear that this convergence structure is finer than the convergence structure \( \theta \) defined...
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in §0.7 of [1].

In this paper we shall use the classical terminology of topology instead of notions of convergence structure.

For each integer \( n \) and \( V \in \mathcal{V}(E) \) we shall denote \( \left( B^n(E, F), \tau_{V, n} \right) \) and \( \left( L^\infty(E, F), \eta_{V, n} \right) \) by \( B^n(E, F, V) \) and \( L^\infty(E, F, V) \).

**DEFINITION 2.5.** Let \( n \) be an integer, 
\[ J = \{i_1, \ldots, i_m\} \subset \{1, \ldots, n\} \]
such that \( i_1 < i_2 < \ldots < i_n \). We put
\[ H_i = \begin{cases} E & \text{if } i \in J, \\ \{0\} & \text{if } i \notin J, \end{cases} \]
and let \( p_{J, n} \) denote the projection of \( E^n \) onto \( H_1 \times \ldots \times H_n \). In some cases we shall identity \( H_1 \times \ldots \times H_n \) with \( E^m \) and write \( p_j \) instead of \( p_{J, n} \).

In the following lemma let \( \{I_1, \ldots, I_r\} \) be a partition of \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \) and \( m_j \) be the cardinal of \( I_j \), \( j = 1, \ldots, r \). We put
\[ p_j = p_{I_j, n} \]
and consider the following lemma.

**LEMMA 2.1.** Let \( T \in L^r(F, G) \) and \( \mathcal{W} \in \mathcal{V}(F) \) satisfying (B.1) and (B.2). Let \( S_i \in L^{m_i}(E, F) \) and \( V \in \mathcal{V}(E) \) satisfying (B.1) and (B.2), and 
assume that \( S_i(V)^{m_i} \subset \mathcal{W} \) for every \( i = 1, \ldots, r \). Put
\[ k = \min_{j} \left( k(m_j, L, M, \overline{V}, S_j) \right), \]
\[ R = T \circ \left( S_1 \circ p_1, \ldots, S_r \circ p_r \right). \]

Now for every \( V_j \in \mathcal{V}(E) \) such that \( V_j \subset V \) for every \( j \) in \( \{1, \ldots, r\} \), we have
(i) \( R \) and \( V \) satisfy (B.1) and (B.2),

(ii) \( R \left( \frac{m_1}{V_1} \times \cdots \times \frac{m_r}{V_r} \right) \subseteq T \left( \frac{m'}{V'} \times S_j \right) \) for all \( j = 1, \ldots, r \),

(iii) \( k(m, L, N, V, R) \leq k \cdot k(r, M, N, W, T) \).

Proof. Because \( T \) is totally symmetrical and \( S_j \left( \frac{m_j}{V_j} \right) \subseteq W \) for every \( j \), we have (ii). We can suppose that \( k(m, L, M, V, S) = k \), then by Definition 2.1 and Proposition 1.1 we have

\[
k(m, L, N, V, R) \leq k \cdot k(r, M, N, W, T) \quad \text{for all } y \in V^{-1}.
\]

This implies (iii); thus we also have (i).

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let \( n, m, p_j \) be as in Lemma 2.1, let \( V \in \mathcal{V}(E) \) and \( W \in \mathcal{V}(F) \). Let \( T, S_j \) be continuous mappings of a topological space \( X \) into \( L^p(F, G, W), L^{m_j}(E, F, V) \) respectively. Suppose that \( \{T(x), W\} \) and \( \{S_j(x), V\} \) satisfy the conditions (B.1) and (B.2) for every \( x \in X \) and \( j = 1, \ldots, r \). For each \( x \in X \) we put

\[
R(x) = T(x) \circ (S_1(x) \circ p_1, \ldots, S_r(x) \circ p_r).
\]

Then for each \( a \in X \) there exist \( U \in \mathcal{V}(E) \) and a neighborhood \( Y \) of \( a \) in \( X \) such that the restriction \( h|Y \) of \( h \) on \( Y \) is a continuous mapping of \( Y \) into \( B^m(E, G, U) \).

Proof. For the sake of simplicity we carry out the proof of this proposition in the special case \( r = 2 \). The general case can be dealt with using essentially the same arguments.

Let \( a \in X \); we choose \( U \in \mathcal{V}(E) \) such that \( U \subseteq V \) and

\[
S_1(a) \left( \frac{m_1}{U} \right) \cup S_2(a) \left( \frac{m_2}{U} \right) \subseteq \frac{1}{4} W.
\]

Let \( Y \) be a neighborhood of \( a \) in \( X \) such that

\[
S_i(x) \in B \left( \frac{m_i}{V}, S_i(a), \frac{1}{4} W, 1 \right) \quad \text{for every } x \in Y, \ i = 1, 2.
\]

Then if \( x, y \in Y \) and \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) we have
(2.3) \( S_i(x) \left( \overline{U}^i \right) \subset \frac{1}{2} W \),

(2.4) \( [S_i(x) - S_i(y)] \left( \overline{U}^i \right) \subset W \),

(2.5) \( k \left( m_i, L, M, \overline{U}, S_i(x) \right) \leq k_i = 1 + k \left( m_i, L, M, \overline{V}, S_i(x) \right) \).

On the other hand we have

(2.6) \( R(x) - R(y) = T(x) \circ \left( S_1(x) \circ p_1, \left[ S_2(x) - S_2(y) \right] \circ p_2 \right) \)

\[ + T(x) \circ \left( \left[ S_1(x) - S_1(y) \right] \circ p_1, S_2(y) \circ p_2 \right) \]
\[ + \left( T(x) - T(y) \right) \circ \left( S_1(y) \circ p_1, S_2(y) \circ p_2 \right) . \]

By (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and Lemma 2.1 we see that \( R|Y \) is a continuous mapping of \( Y \) into \( \mathcal{B}^m(E, G, U) \).

We consider now the last proposition of this section.

**Proposition 2.2.** Let \( \varphi : H(E, F) \to H(E, F) \),

\[ \varphi(g) = g^{-1}. \]

Let \( g \in H(E, F) \), \( V \in V(E) \) be given. Then there exist \( r > 0 \) and \( U \in V(F) \) such that

(i) \( B(g, V, U, r) \subset H(E, F) \),

(ii) \( \varphi|B(g, V, U, r) \) is continuous from \( (B(g, V, U, r), \tau_U) \) into \( (H(F, E), \tau_Y) \).

**Proof.** Let \( U \) and \( r \) be as in Proposition 1.4; then for each \( f \) in \( B(g, V, U, r) \) we have

(2.7) \( f \in H(E, F) \),

(2.8) \( \varphi(f)(\overline{U}) \subset \overline{V} \),

(2.9) \( k \left( M, L, \overline{U}, \varphi(f) \right) \leq 2k \left( M, L, \overline{V}, \varphi(g) \right) \).

On the other hand for each \( f, h \in B(g, V, U, r) \) we have

\[ \varphi(f) - \varphi(h) = \varphi(h) \circ (h - f) \circ \varphi(f) . \]

Thus by (2.8), (2.9) and Proposition 1.4, \( \varphi|B(g, V, U, r) \) is continuous from \( (B(g, V, U, r), \tau_U) \) into \( (H(F, E), \tau_Y) \).
3. Functions of class $C^m$

By a similar method to that used in §2 of [1] we shall define notions of differentiability, but we use here the topology $\tau_{V,n}$ instead of the convergence structure $\theta$ defined in [1]. In this section $X$ is a given open subset of $E$, and $B^0(E, F) = L^0(E, F) = F$ and $L^n(E, F)$ is defined as in Definition 2.2.

**DEFINITION 3.1.** A function $f : X \to B^m(E, F)$ will be called weakly $m$-times differentiable if there exist functions

$$D^k f : X \to B^{n+k}(E, F), \ k = 0, 1, \ldots, m,$$

such that $D^0 f = f$ and for each $x \in X$, each $h \in E$ and each $k \in \{0, 1, \ldots, p-1\}$ we have

$$\lim_{t \to 0_t} t^{-1}(D^k f(x+th)-D^k f(x)) = D^{k+1} f(x)h$$

where the limit exists in $F$ if $n = k = 0$, and with respect to the topology of simple convergence in $B^{n+k}(E, F)$ if $n + k > 0$. If $k = 1$, we shall write $f'$ instead of $Df$ in some cases.

By Theorem 2.4.0 of [1] we can use only the totally symmetrical $n$-linear mappings in order to define the functions of class $C^m$ as follows.

**DEFINITION 3.2.** Let $m \geq 1$. A function $f : X \to L^n(E, F)$ is said to be differentiable of class $C^m$ or $C^m$-differentiable if $f$ is weakly $m$-times differentiable and for each $k \in \{0, 1, \ldots, m\}$ and each $x \in X$ there exist $V \in V(E)$ and a neighborhood $Y$ of $x$ in $X$ such that $D^k f|_Y$ is continuous from $Y$ into $F$, if $n + k = 0$ and into $L^{n+k}(E, F, V)$ if $n + k > 0$.

If $f$ is of class $C^m$ for every integer $m$, $f$ is said to be differentiable of class $C^\infty$, or $C^\infty$-differentiable.

**REMARK 3.1.** As in Remark 2.5 we see that if $f$ is weakly $m$-times
differentiable (respectively, of class \( C^m \)) on \( X \), then it is also weakly \( m \)-times differentiable (respectively of class \( C^m_0 \)) in the sense of §2 of \([1]\).

**Remark 3.2.** Assume that \( E \) and \( F \) are Banach spaces, and \( L \) and \( M \) are norm-Kuratowski measures of noncompactness on \( E \) and \( F \). Then, by Remark 2.4, \( f \) is of class \( C^m \) on \( X \) if and only if \( f \) is \( n \)-times continuously Fréchet differentiable on \( X \).

By Remark 3.1 and by Proposition 2.2.0 and Theorem 2.8.1 in \([1]\) we have the following elementary properties of functions of class \( C^n \).

**Proposition 3.1.** Let \( f \) be a \( C^n \)-differentiable mapping of \( X \) into \( F \). Let \( x \in X \) and \( Y \) be a neighborhood of \( x \) in \( X \) as in Definition 3.2, and \( h \in E \) such that \( \{x+th : t \in [0, 1]\} \subset Y \). Then

\[
(i) \quad |D^n f(x+h) - D^n f(x)| = \int_0^1 \frac{1}{m!} D^n f(x+th)(h, k) dt \quad \text{for every} \quad k \in E^{m-1};
\]

\[
(ii) \quad \text{we put}
\]

\[
R^n f(x, h) = f(x+h) - \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \frac{1}{m!} D^n f(x)(h, \ldots, h).
\]

Then there exists a continuous seminorm \( p \) on \( E \) such that \( x + V \subset Y \), where \( V = \{y \in E : p(y) < 1\} \) and for each continuous seminorm \( q \) on \( F \), we can define a function \( \theta_{p, q} : V \to \mathbb{R} \) such that

\[
(3.1) \quad \lim_{k \to 0} \theta_{p, q}(k) = 0,
\]

\[
(3.2) \quad q(R^n f(x, k)) = \theta_{p, q}(k)[p(k)]^n \quad \text{for every} \quad k \in V.
\]

It follows from (3.2) that if \( k \in E \) and \( Rk \subset V \), then

\[
(3.3) \quad p(k) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad f(x+k) = f(x) + Df(x)h.
\]

Let us consider an example of \( C^n \)-differentiable mappings.

**Proposition 3.2.** Assume that \( E \) and \( F \) are two Fréchet spaces over \( \mathbb{C} \). Let \( g : X \to F \) be continuous and weakly \( n \)-times differentiable on
Suppose that \( g(\chi) \) is relatively compact. Then \( g \) is of class \( C^n \) on \( \chi \).

Proof. Let \( a \in \chi \) and \( \mathcal{W} \in \mathcal{V}(\mathcal{E}) \) such that \((a+3(n+1)\mathcal{W}) \subset \chi \). Let 

\[ m \leq n, \ x \in (a+2\mathcal{W}) \text{ and } u, h_1, \ldots, h_n, h \in 2\mathcal{W}, \ \text{and} \ z, w \in \mathbb{C} \]  

such that \(|z|, |w| \leq \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \Gamma = \{ z \in \mathbb{C} : |z| = 1 \} \) positively oriented. By the Cauchy formula for scalar analytic functions, the Hahn-Banach theorem and the induction we have

\[
g(x+zh) = \frac{1}{2\pi i} \int_{\Gamma} \frac{g(x+sh)}{s-z} \, ds,
\]

(3.3) \[
g(x+zh) - g(x+wh) = \frac{z-w}{2\pi i} \int_{\Gamma} \frac{g(x+sh)}{(s-z)(s-w)} \, ds,
\]

(3.4) \[
D^m g(x+zh)(h_1, \ldots, h_m)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{(2\pi i)^m} \int_{\Gamma} \cdots \int_{\Gamma} \frac{g(x+zh+s_1h_1+\ldots+s_mh_m)}{s_1^2s_2^2\ldots s_m^2} \, ds_1 \cdots ds_m.
\]

It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that

(3.5) \[
|D^m g(x+zh)-D^m g(x)|(h_1, \ldots, h_m)
\]

\[
= \frac{z-w}{(2\pi i)^m} \int_{\Gamma} \cdots \int_{\Gamma} \frac{g(x+s_1h_1+\ldots+s_mh_m+zh)}{s_1^2s_2^2\ldots s_m^2(z-s)s} \, ds_1 \cdots ds_m \, ds.
\]

On the other hand we have

\[
D^m g(x)(h_1, \ldots, h_{m-1}, 0)
\]

\[
= \left[ \frac{1}{(2\pi i)^m} \int_{\Gamma} \cdots \int_{\Gamma} \frac{g(x+s_1h_1+\ldots+s_{m-1}h_{m-1})}{s_1^2\ldots s_{m-1}^2} \, ds_1 \cdots ds_{m-1} \right] \times \int_{\Gamma} \frac{1}{s_m^2} \, ds_m = 0.
\]

Then
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\[ D^n g(x)(h_1, \ldots, h_{m-1}, w h_m) \]
\[ = D^n g(x)(h_1, \ldots, h_{m-1}, w h_m) + D^n g(x)(h_1, \ldots, h_{m-1}, 0) \]
\[ = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^m} \int \cdots \int \frac{g(x + s h_1 + \cdots + s h_m) - g(x + s h_1 + \cdots + s h_m, w h_m)}{s_1^2 \cdots s_m^2} ds_1 \cdots ds_m. \]

Hence by (3.3) we have

\[ D^n g(x)(h_1, \ldots, h_{m-1}, w h_m) \]
\[ = \frac{\omega}{(2\pi)^{m+1}} \int \cdots \int \frac{g(x + s h_1 + \cdots + s h_m)}{s_1^2 \cdots s_m^2} ds_1 \cdots ds_m. \]

We put \( A = \overline{co} g(X) \); then \( A \) is bounded, which implies that for every \( U \subseteq V(F) \) then there exists \( t > 0 \) such that \( sA \subseteq U \) for every \( s \in \mathbb{C} \) and \( |s| \leq t \). By (3.4) and (3.5), for every \( x \in (a + 2^W) \) and \( y \in tU \), \( t \in ]0, 1[ \) we have

\[ D^n g(x)(y^m) \subseteq A, \]
\[ [D^n g(x + y) - D^n g(x)](y^m) \subseteq tA. \]

Because \( M(A) = 0 \), by (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), \( D^n g(x) \) and \( W \) satisfy the conditions (B.1) and (B.2) for every \( x \in (a + 2^W) \) and every \( k > 0 \). Hence it follows from (3.8) that \( D^n g|(a + W) \) is continuous from \( (a + W) \) into \( B^m(E, F, W) \).

Applying Theorem 2.4.0 of [1] we have \( D^n g(x) \in L^m(E, F) \) for every \( x \in (a + W) \), which completes our proof. //

By Proposition 1.2, in the preceding proposition we can replace the condition "\( g(X) \) is relatively compact" by the following conditions:

\( M(zB) = |z| M(B) \) for each \( z \in \mathbb{C} \) and \( B \subseteq 2^F \);

\( M(g(X)) \) and \( k(L, M, X, g) \) are finite;

\( g(X) \) is bounded in \( F \).

Now we shall show some basic properties of \( C^m \)-differentiable mappings.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let $D$ be an open subset of $F$. If $f : X \to D$ and $g : D \to G$ are of class $C^r$, then $h = g \circ f$ is of class $C^r$ on $X$.

Proof. At first using the induction we shall show that $h$ is weakly \( n \)-times differentiable on $X$, and for every $x \in D$ and every integer $m \leq n$, $D^m h(x)$ can be written in the form

\[
(3.9) \sum_{j=0}^{m} \sum_{I \in I(n)} a_{j} D^j \widetilde{f}(g(x)) \circ \left[ D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_1}, \ldots, D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_i} \right]
\]

where $J$ is a partition $\{J_1, \ldots, J_i\}$ of $\{1, \ldots, m\}$, and $m_j$ is the cardinal of $J_j$, and $a_j \in \mathbb{K}$.

In the case $m = 1$, this assertion is clearly true. Now suppose that it is true for $m = r < n$. In order to prove this assertion in the case $m = r + 1$ it is sufficient to show that for each partition $J = \{J_1, \ldots, J_i\}$ of $\{1, \ldots, m\}$ we have

\[
x \mapsto D^i \widetilde{f}(g(x)) \circ \left[ D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_1}, \ldots, D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_i} \right]
\]

is weakly differentiable and its derivative at $x$ can be written in the form

\[
D^{i+1} \widetilde{f}(g(x)) \circ \left[ D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_1}, \ldots, D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_i}, D^2 g(x) \circ p_{j_1}^2, \ldots, D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_i}^m \right]
\]

\[
+ D^i \widetilde{f}(g(x)) \circ \left[ D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_1}^2, \ldots, D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_i}^m \right]
\]

\[
+ \ldots + D^i \widetilde{f}(g(x)) \circ \left[ D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_1}^m, \ldots, D^m g(x) \circ p_{j_i}^m \right]
\]

But this follows from a simple differential calculus and Proposition 2.1. Then $D^m h(x)$ can be written in the form (3.9). Now applying Proposition 2.1 and by Theorem 2.4.0 in [1] we see that $h$ is of class $C^r$ on $X$.

Now let $f : X \to L^2(E, E)$, $g : X \to L^2(E, E)$ be of class $C^1$ on $X$. Let $(I, J)$ be a partition of $\{1, \ldots, i+j-1\}$, such that the
cardinal of $J$ is equal to $i$. For each $x \in X$ we put
$h(x) = f(x) \circ (p_I, g(x) \circ p_J)$. It is clear that $h$ is weakly
differentiable on $X$ and
\[ Dh(x) = Df(x) \circ (p_I \cup \{i+j\}, g(x) \circ p_J) + f(x) \circ (p_I, Dg(x) \circ p_{i+j}) \cdot \]

By induction we have the following lemma.

**Lemma 3.1.** Let $f, g : X \to L(E, E)$ be of class $C^n$. For each
$x \in X$ we put $h(x) = f(x) \circ g(x)$. Then $h$ is weakly $n$-times
differentiable on $X$ and for each $x \in X$ and $m \leq n$ we have
\[ D^m h(x) = \sum_{j} \sum_{(I,j)} a_{I,j}^j \sum_{(I,j)} f(x) \circ (p_I, b_i^j g(x) \circ p_J) + D^{m-1}[f(x) \circ Dg(x)] \cdot \]

Furthermore by induction and by Proposition 2.1, we see that $h$ is of
class $C^n$. (Here we remark that $p_I$ can be written in the form
$\{p_{\{1\}}, ..., p_{\{i\}}\}$ if $I = \{1, ..., i\}$.)

Now we shall give a proposition about the differentiability of the
mapping $\varphi$ (cf. Proposition 2.2).

**Proposition 3.4.** Let $f : X \to L(E, E)$ be of class $C^n$ on $X$;
suppose that $f(x) \in H(E, E)$ for every $x \in X$. Put
\[ g(x) = \varphi(f(x)) \text{ for every } x \in X. \]
Then $g$ is of class $C^n$ on $X$.

**Proof.** Let $x, y \in X$; we have
\[ g(y) - g(x) = g(y) \circ [f(x)-f(y)] \circ g(x). \]
Hence it follows that $g$ is weakly differentiable on $X$ and
\[ Dg(x) = -g(x) \circ Df(x) \circ (p_{\{1\}}, g(x) \circ p_{\{2\}}). \]
Applying the arguments of Proposition 2.1, by Lemma 3.1 and induction
we see that $g$ is of class $C^n$ on $X$. //

4. The inverse mapping theorem

In this section we shall establish an inverse mapping theorem for
$C^\omega$-differentiable mappings. At first let us consider the case of homeomorphisms.

**THEOREM 1.** Let $D$ be an open subset of $E$ and $f : D \to F$ be of class $C^\omega$ on $D$. Suppose that $f$ is a homeomorphism of $D$ onto an open subset of $F$, and there exists a $D$ such that $Df(a)$ is in $H(E, F)$. Then there exists an open neighborhood $X$ of $a$ in $D$ such that if $g = (f|X)^{-1}$ and $Y = f(X)$ then $g$ is of class $C^\omega$ on $Y$ and for every $y \in Y$ we have $Dg(y) = [Df(g(y))]^{-1}$.

Proof. By Proposition 1.1, we can find an open neighborhood $X$ of $a$ in $D$ such that $Df(x) \in H(E, F)$ for every $x \in X$. Fix an $y \in Y$; we shall show that $g$ is weakly differentiable at $y$ and

$$Dg(y) = [Df(g(y))]^{-1}.$$ 

By Proposition 2.1 we can suppose that $E = F$, $y = g(y) = 0$, and $f'(0) = I$.

Let $p, V, \theta, \nu, \xi$, for $f$ and $x = 0$ as in Proposition 3.1. Let $U \in \nu(E)$ such that $U \subset \frac{1}{3}V$ and $U \subset f(V)$ and

$$\theta_p \nu(h) \leq \frac{1}{3} \quad \text{for every} \quad h \in f^{-1}(U).$$

Now let $k \in U$, $t \in K$ such that $0 < |t| < 1$. Then there exists $h_{t, k} \in V$ such that $g(tk) = h_{t, k}$. We shall show that

$$(4.1) \quad p\left[ t^{-1}h_{t, k} \right] \leq 1 \quad \text{if} \quad k \in U \quad \text{and} \quad 0 < |t| < 1.$$ 

Indeed if there exist $k \in U$, $t \in K$ such that $0 < |t| < 1$ and $p\left[ t^{-1}h_{t, k} \right] > 1$, there exists $s \in ]0, 1[$ such that $sp\left[ t^{-1}h_{t, k} \right] = 1$.

But

$$tk = f(h_{t, k}) - f(0) = f'(0)h_{t, k} + Rf(0, h_{t, k})$$

where

$$(4.2) \quad Rf(x, h) = f(x+h) - f(x) - Df(x)h.$$ 

Because $Df(0) = I$, we have
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\[(h.3)\quad t^{-1}h_{t,k} = k - t^{-1}Rf(0, h_{t,k}) .\]

On the other hand, by \((3.2)\) we have

\[
p \left( st^{-1}Rf(0, h_{t,k}) \right) = st^{-1}p(Rf(0, h_{t,k})) \quad st^{-1}p(h_{t,k}) = \theta_{p,p}(h_{t,k}) \leq \frac{1}{3} .
\]

Since \(p(sk) \leq \frac{1}{3}\), by \((4.3)\) it follows that

\[
1 = p \left( st^{-1}h_{t,k} \right) \leq p(sk) + p \left( st^{-1}Rf(0, h_{t,k}) \right) \leq \frac{2}{3} .
\]

This contradiction shows \((4.1)\). Now let \(q\) be an arbitrary continuous seminorm on \(E\), let \(\theta_{p,q}\) be as in Proposition 3.1. We have as above

\[
q \left( t^{-1}Rf(0, h_{t,k}) \right) \leq \theta_{p,q}(h_{t,k}) .
\]

Since \(\lim_{t \to 0} h_{t,k} = 0\), by \((3.1)\) we have \(\lim_{t \to 0} t^{-1}Rf(0, h_{t,k}) = 0\). On the other hand, by \((4.3)\) we have

\[(h.4)\quad t^{-1}[g(tk)-g(0)] = [Df(0)]^{-1}k - t^{-1}Rf(0, h_{t,k}) .\]

Therefore \(g\) is weakly differentiable at \(y\) and \(Dg(y)\) is equal to \([Df(g(y))]^{-1}\). By Proposition 2.2, \(g\) is of class \(C^1\) on \(Y\). Now if \(n > 1\), we put \(h(y) = \varphi(Df(g(y)))\) for every \(y \in Y\). Then by Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, \(h\) is of class \(C^1\) on \(Y\), hence \(g\) is of class \(C^2\) on \(Y\). By induction \(g\) is of class \(C^n\) on \(Y\). //

We shall establish an inverse mapping theorem for vector fields, but first we need the following lemma.

**Lemma 4.1.** Let \(W\) be an open in \(E\), \(f = (I-g) : W \to E\) be of class \(C^1\) on \(W\). Suppose that \(k(L, L, W, g) < k < 1\) and for every \(a \in W\), \(f'(a) \in \mathcal{H}(E, E)\) and \(k(L, L, W, I-\varphi(Df(a))) < \frac{1-k}{1+k}\). Let \(a \in W\); then there exist \(U, V \in \mathcal{V}(E)\) such that \(a + V \subset W\) and for each \((t, q) \in [0, 1] \times \bar{U}\) we have
(i) \( t[f(a+x)-f(a)] - (1-t)f'(a)(x) \neq q \) for all \( x \in \mathcal{W} \), or
\( t[f(y)-f(a)] - (1-t)f'(a)(y-a) \neq q \) for all \( y \in a+\mathcal{W} \);
(ii) \( f(x+a) \neq f(a) \) for all \( x \in \mathcal{V}\setminus\{0\} \).

Proof. Fix an \( a \in \mathcal{W} \); we have \( S \in B(E, E) \) such that
\( k(L, L, W, S) < \frac{1-k}{1+k} \) and \( \varphi(f'(a)) = I + S \). Put \( f_1 = \varphi(Df(a)) \circ f \).
Then \( Df_1(a) = I \) and \( f_1 = I - g_1 \), where \( g_1 = g + S \circ g - S \). By
Proposition 1.1 we have
\[
k(L, L, W, g_1) \leq k(L, L, W, g) + k(L, L, W, S \circ g) + k(L, L, W, S)
< k + \frac{(1-k)k}{1+k} + \frac{1-k}{1+k} = 1.
\]
We see that if the lemma holds for \( f_1 \), then it holds for \( f \). Then
we can suppose that \( Df(a) = I \) and \( a = f(a) = 0 \). By Proposition 3.1 we
can choose \( \mathcal{W}' \in \mathcal{V}(E) \) such that \( \mathcal{W}' \subset \mathcal{W} \) and \( Df|\mathcal{W}' \) is a continuous
mapping from \( \mathcal{W}' \) into \( B(E, E, \mathcal{W}') \) and
\[
f(x) = f'(0)x = x \quad \text{for every} \quad x \in \mathcal{W}' \quad \text{such that} \quad \|x\| \in \mathcal{W}'.
\]
Let \( V \in \mathcal{V}(E) \) such that \( \overline{V} \subset \mathcal{W}' \) and
\[
(f'(0)-f'(x)) \in B(\mathcal{W}',, \frac{1}{6}\mathcal{W}', \frac{1}{6}) \quad \text{for all} \quad x \in \overline{V}.
\]
By Proposition 3.1 we have
\[
g(x) = \int_0^1 (f'(0)-f'(sx))xdx \quad \text{for all} \quad x \in \mathcal{W}'.
\]
Put
\[
F = \{tf(x)-(1-t)x = x-tg(x) : (t, x) \in [0, 1] \times \mathcal{W}\}.
\]
We shall show that \( F \) is closed and does not contain \( 0 \), which implies
\( (i) \).
Now let \( \{(t_j, x_j)\} \) be a sequence in \( [0, 1] \times \mathcal{W} \) such that \( \{y_j\} \)
converges to \( y \) in \( E \), where \( y_j = x_j - t_jg(x_j) \). We can suppose that
\( \{t_j\} \) converges to \( t \) in \([0, 1] \). Put \( A = \{x_j\} \), \( B = \{y_j\} \cup \{y\} \) and
\( C = \overline{co}(g(A) \cup \{0\}) \). Since \( x_j = y_j + t_jg(x_j) \), we see that \( A \subset B + C \).
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1.1 we see that \( A \) is relatively
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compact. Let \( x \) be an adherent point of \( \{ x_j \} \), then \( x \in \partial \mathcal{V} \). By Proposition 3.1, \( f \) is continuous on \( D \); thus \( tf(x) + (1-t)x = y \). Then \( F \) is closed.

Now suppose that there exists \( (t, x) \in [0, 1] \times \partial \mathcal{V} \) such that

\[
    tf(x) + (1-t)f'(0)x = (1-t)g(x) = x - t \int_0^1 (f'(0) - f'(sx))xds = 0.
\]

If \( Kx \subset \mathcal{W}' \), by (4.5), \( f'(0) = 0 \); hence \( x = 0 \), which contradicts the condition \( x \in \partial \mathcal{V} \).

Then there exists \( c \in K \) such that \( cx \in \partial \mathcal{W}' \); hence we have

\[
    cx = \int_0^1 (f'(0) - f'(sx))txds.
\]

By (4.6) it follows that \( cx \in \frac{1}{4} \mathcal{W}' \subset \mathcal{W} \), which contradicts the condition \( cx \in \partial \mathcal{W}' \). Then \( F \) does not contain \( 0 \).

(ii) Let \( x \in \mathcal{V} \) such that \( f(x) = 0 \); we shall show that \( x = 0 \).

If \( Kx \subset \mathcal{W}' \), then by (4.5), \( f'(0)x = x = 0 \). Now if there exists \( t \in K \) such that \( tx \in \partial \mathcal{W}' \), we have

\[
    tf(x) = t(I-g)(x) = tx - \int_0^1 (f'(0) - f'(sx))txds = 0.
\]

Arguing as in (i) we can find a contradiction, which completes our proof. //

Applying Theorem 1 and Lemma 4.1 we can show the following inverse mapping theorem for vector fields.

**Theorem 2.** Let \( D \) be an open in \( E \), \( f = (I-g) : D \to E \) be of class \( C^1 \) on \( D \). Suppose that \( 0 \in D \) and \( f(0) = 0 \), \( f'(0) = I \), \( g \) is \( L \)-bounded on \( D \) and \( k(L, L, D, g) < 1 \). Then there exists an open neighborhood \( X \) of \( 0 \) such that \( X \subset D \) and \( f|X \) is a homeomorphism of \( X \) onto an open subset \( Y \) of \( E \). Put \( h = (f|X)^{-1} \); then \( h \) is of class \( C^1 \) on \( Y \) and for every \( y \in Y \) we have

\[
    h'(y) = \left[ Df(h(y)) \right]^{-1}.
\]
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 we can choose \( W, W', V \) and \( U \) for \( a = 0 \) as in Lemma 4.1 such that \( \overline{U} \subset V \). Now let \( p \in U \). By Lemma 4.1 and (D.4) we have

\[
\deg(f, V, p) = \deg(f'(0), V, p) = \deg(I, V, p) = 1.
\]

By (U.6) and Remark 1.1, for each \( a \in V \) and each \( V' \in V(E) \) such that \( a + \overline{V'} \subset W' \), \( g'(a) \) is a limit-compact mapping on \( a + \overline{V'} \). By (U.6) and Proposition 3.1, \( [I-tg'(a)] \in H(E, E) \), which implies that \( (I-tg'(a))(y-a) \neq 0 \) for every \( y \in a+\overline{V'} \). Arguing as in Proposition 3.1, by (D.1) and (D.4) we have

\[
\deg(f'(a)(\cdot-a), a+V', 0) = \deg([I-g'(a)](\cdot-a), a+V', 0) = \deg(I, a+V', a) = 1.
\]

Put \( A = (f|V)^{-1}(\{p\}) = ([I-g]V)^{-1}(\{p\}) \). Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we see that \( A \) is compact. Then by Proposition 1.3 and by (ii) of Lemma 4.1, \( A \) consists only of isolated points. Then

\[ A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_m\}. \]

By Lemma 4.1 we can choose \( V' \in V(E) \) such that \( V' \subset W' \) and \( \{a_j+V' : j = 1, \ldots, m\} \) is a family of pairwise disjoint open subsets of \( V \) and for every \( j \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) we have, by (4.8),

\[
\deg(f, a_j+V', p) = \deg(f, a_j+V', f(a_j)) = \deg(I-(g+f(a_j)), a_j+V', 0) = \deg(f-f(a_j), a_j+V', 0) = \deg(f'(a_j)(\cdot-a_j), a_j+V', 0) = 1.
\]

From (4.3) and (D.3) it follows that

\[ 1 = \deg(f, V, p) = \sum_j \deg(f, a_j+V', p) = m. \]

Hence it follows that for each \( p \in U \) there exists an unique \( x \in V \) such that \( f(x) = p \). Put \( Y = U \) and \( X = V \cap f^{-1}(Y) \).

Then \( f|X \) maps \( X \) onto \( Y \). Analogously \( f|X \) also is an open mapping of \( X \) onto \( Y \). Therefore \( f|X \) is a homeomorphism of \( X \) onto \( Y \). Now applying Theorem 1, we have the desired results.  

REMARK 4.1. In Theorem 2 we can replace the condition \( f'(0) = I \) by the condition \( f'(0) \in H(E, E) \). This result relies on the study of the
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let $D$ be an open in $E$, $f : D \to F$ be of class $C^1$ on $D$. For each $x \in D$ put $Rf(x, h)$ as in (4.2). We shall say that $f$ satisfies the condition (c) on $D$ if

(c) for each $x \in D$ and each $d > 0$, there exists a neighborhood $X$ of $x$ in $D$ such that $k[L, M, X-x, Rf(x, \cdot)] < d$.

REMARK 4.2. If $E$ and $F$ are Banach spaces, $D$ is an open subset of $E$, $L$ and $M$ are the norm-Kuratowski measures of non-compactness on $E$ and $F$ and $f : D \to F$ is of class $C^1$. Then $f$ satisfies the condition (C) on $D$.

In fact, let $x \in D$, $d > 0$ and $V \in V(E)$ such that $x+V \subseteq D$. Let $h, k \in V$; we have

$$Rf(x, h) - Rf(x, k) = f(x+h) - f(x+k) - Df(x)(h-k)$$

$$= \int_0^1 [Df(x+t(h-k)) - Df(x)](h-k)dt.$$ 

Thus

$$\|Rf(x, h) - Rf(x, k)\| \leq \sup_{0 \leq t \leq 1} \|Df(x+t(h-k)) - Df(x)\||h-k||.$$

Therefore if $V$ is small enough, $k[L, M, V, Rf(x, \cdot)] < d$.

REMARK 4.3. Let $E, F, X, g, x, W$ be as in Proposition 3.2. By (3.5), $Dg(x)(W)$ is relatively compact, then $Rg(x, W)$ also is relatively compact; hence $k[L, M, W, Rg(x, \cdot)] = 0$. Then $g$ satisfies the condition (C) on $X$. Since $D(T+g) = T + Dg$ for every $T \in B(E, F)$, $R(T+g)(x, \cdot) = Rg(x, \cdot)$. Then $T + g$ satisfies the condition (C) on $X$ for every $T \in B(E, F)$.

Now we can announce the inverse mapping theorem for the general case as follows.

THEOREM 3 (Inverse mapping theorem). Let $D$ be an open in $E$, $f : D \to F$ be of class $C^N$ on $D$ and $a \in D$ such that $f'(a) \in H(E, E)$. Suppose that $f$ satisfies the condition (C) on $D$. Then there exists an open neighborhood $X$ of $a$ in $D$ such that $f|X$ is a homeomorphism of
X onto an open Y of F. Put \( g = (f|X)^{-1} \); then g is of class \( C^1 \) and satisfies the condition (C) on Y. For every \( y \in Y \) we have

\[ g'(y) = \left[ f'(g(y)) \right]^{-1}. \]

Proof. We can suppose that \( a = f(a) = 0 \). Put \( T = (Df(0))^{-1} \) and \( h = T \circ f \); we have \( h'(0) = I \) and \( h(0) = 0 \). For each \( x \in D \) we have

\[ h(x) = T[f(x) - f(0)] = T[Df(0)x + Rf(0, x)] = \left[ I - (T \circ Rf(0, \cdot)) \right](x). \]

Since \( f \) satisfies the condition (C) and \( T \in B(F, E) \), there exists an open neighborhood \( D' \) of 0 in \( D \) such that

\[ k[L, L, D', T \circ Rf(0, \cdot)] < 1. \]

Then by Theorem 2, there exist an open neighborhood \( X \) of 0 in \( D' \) such that \( h|X \) is a homeomorphism of \( X \) onto an open \( U \) in \( E \). Then \( f|X \) is a homeomorphism of \( X \) onto \( Y = T^{-1}(U) \). By Proposition 2.2, we can suppose that \( f'(x) \in H(E, F) \) for every \( x \in X \). Thus by Theorem 1, \( g = (f|X)^{-1} \) is of class \( C^1 \) on \( Y \) and for every \( y \in Y \) we have

\[ g'(y) = \left[ f'(g(y)) \right]^{-1}. \]

Now we shall show that \( g \) satisfies the condition (C) on \( Y \).

Fix an \( y \in Y \); for the sake of simplicity we suppose \( y = 0 \) and consider \( Rg(0, \cdot) \). By (4.4), \( R^{-1}(0, \cdot) = -Rf(0, \cdot) \circ h^{-1} \). Then

\[ Rg(0, \cdot) = -Rf(0, \cdot) \circ h^{-1} \circ T. \]

Since \( k[L, L, D', T \circ Rf(0, \cdot)] < 1 \) and \( h = I - T \circ Rf(0, \cdot) \), by Proposition 1.1, \( k[L, L, U, h^{-1}] \) is finite. Then by Proposition 1.1 and (4.9), \( g \) satisfies the condition (C) at \( y \). This completes the proof of the theorem. //

Let \( S \) be a compact linear mapping of \( E \) into \( E \), that is, there exists \( V \in V(E) \) such that \( S(V) \) is relatively compact. It is well known that if \( (I-S)(E) = E \), then it is a homeomorphism from \( E \) onto \( E \), and

\( (I-S)^{-1} = I + (I-S)^{-1} \circ S \). Because \( (I-S)^{-1} \circ S \) is compact, we see that \( (I-S) \in H(E, E) \). Then by Remark 4.3, Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3 we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 4 (The inverse mapping theorem for analytic vector fields). Let \( E \) and \( F \) be two Fréchet spaces over \( \mathbb{C} \). Let \( g \) be a continuous and weakly \( n \)-times differentiable from an open set \( D \) in \( E \) into \( E \). Suppose that \( g(D) \) is relatively compact and \( (I-g'(a)) \) is surjective for an \( a \in D \). Then there exists an open neighborhood \( X \) of \( a \) in \( D \) such that \( f = (I-g)|X \) is a homeomorphism of \( X \) onto an open \( Y \) in \( E \), and \( f \) and \( f^{-1} \) are of class \( C^n \) on \( X \) and \( Y \) respectively and for each \( y \in Y \) we have

\[
Df^{-1}(y) = \left[ Df(f^{-1}(y)) \right]^{-1}
\]

With the product topology \( E \times F \) also is a Fréchet space. We shall identify \( E \times \{0\} \) and \( \{0\} \times F \) to be \( E \) and \( F \) respectively. Let \( \text{pr}_1 \) and \( \text{pr}_2 \) be the projections of \( E \times F \) onto \( E \) and \( F \). Assume that there exists a measure of noncompactness \( Q \) on \( E \times F \) such that \( \text{pr}_1 \) and \( \text{pr}_2 \) are the elements of \( B(E \times F, E \times F) \). Let \( L \) and \( M \) be the restrictions of \( Q \) on \( E \) and \( F \). Because the projections are open, \( L \) and \( M \) are measures of noncompactness on \( E \) and \( F \).

Using the notions and arguments in §7 of Chapter V and §2 of Chapter VI in [2], and applying Theorem 3 we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 5 (The implicit function theorem). Let \( V \times U \) be an open set in \( E \times F \) and \( f : V \times U \rightarrow G \) be of class \( C^1 \), and \( (a, b) \in V \times U \). Assume that \( f \) satisfies the condition (C) on \( V \times U \) and the partial derivative with respect to the second variable \( D_{2}f(a, b) \in H(F, G) \) and \( f(a, b) = 0 \). Then there exists a continuous mapping \( g \) from \( V_0 \), an open neighborhood of \( a \), into \( U \) such that \( g(a) = b \) and \( f(x, g(x)) = 0 \) for every \( x \in V_0 \).

If \( V_0 \) is taken to be sufficiently small, then \( g \) is uniquely determined and is a \( C^n \)-differentiable mapping on \( V_0 \).
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